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integrated care solutions



The Newham Example: 
A local estates AFO that bridges NHS and LA needs

IHPs proprietary Alternative Finance Organisation (AFO) model is an optimised new approach that helps you establish your own local 
company to deliver an affordable, locally owned and state of the art Primary and Community Care estate. Newham provides the example.

Do consider it:
• The Mayor’s new London Vision uses the Newham AFO example as 

a possible way forward
• The HSJ has short listed it for NHS-LA partnership award.

Newham became operational in 2019. It’s remit:
• Create 21st century heath and social care facilities supporting a 

long-term strategic estates build and acquisition spend of £200m
• Pontoon Dock its first project (left) will be operational in Feb 20

The AFO optimisation:
1. Choosing, plan, co-ordinate and deliver your solution across your 

total population ;
2. Shareholders and Tenants being the same enables transformation 

and  crystallises ICS development;
3. Local estate profits are retained and recirculated not lost, allowing 

fund raising-affordability with little reliance on NHS funds or C-Del 



Our Analysis: 
A Standalone Estates Solution is insufficient

The case to improve and transform primary and community infrastructure has never been stronger but less deliverable if the approach does not change

C A P I TA L

National PCTF and ETTF monies are 
limited, short term and insufficient. 
Private investment is expensive and 
sometimes inflexible.

O W N E R S H I P

PA R T N E R S H I P S A F F O R DA B I L I T Y
Needed place based estates 
strategies collaboration of local 
NHS providers, commissioners and 
local authorities are often nascent 
and informal.

Local estates is highly fragmented with 
Trusts, GPs, NHSPS, CHP/LIFT, Private and 
local authority estate. Making major 
changes for a common benefit is difficult.

Current funding options and operational 
practices are unaffordable and stop local 
commissioners commit to large scale and 
long term development.

S E R V I C E  G A P S

25% Gap in new resident ‘in place’ 
facilities; by 2040 30% of workload 
increase new residents – 70% aging 
population.

N O  I C S  H U B S

E S TAT E  R I S K S TA F F I N G  I S S U E S
Provider rents rising, core site leases 
ending, unsustainable list sizes for 
GPs, poor succession plans on 
retirements

Health and Social Care providers 
and commissioners physically 
isolated and acting 
independently

Newham is expensive making 
recruitment and retention 
difficult

DRIVERS BARRIERS



Our Solution: 
Turning Drivers into Solutions: Newham Future Proofing

ETTF

• Newham choose £200m allowing
everything up to keyworker units
(recruitment & retention)

• All areas have a choice of where on
the Green line it wishes to be; the
green versus ETTF red shows
current funding gaps

• Although the AFO is cost optimised
it is not a miracle cure; the technical
plans and analysis will tell each
locality at what point of this chart it
could afford to be and when
depending on EFFICIENCIES present

S E R V I C E  G A P S

N O  I C S  H U B S

E S TAT E  R I S K

E S TAT E  R I S K

S TA F F I N G  I S S U E S



Our Solution: 
Turning Barriers into Opportunities: Newham Joint Working

The AFO investment company forms a 
key part of the local partnership 
governance arrangements with 
commissioners. Ensuring agreement on 
vision and strategy as well as joint risk 
and benefit sharing. Partners agree any 
surplus/dividend is re-invested for the 
benefit of the local community.

The AFO is a jointly owned company 
where the shareholders are local NHS 
and local authority providers who are 
also the property tenants. The model 
creates a common and virtuous 
purpose that aligns tenant and investor 
incentives- minimizing void risk, 
enabling collaboration and generating 
mutual benefits and success.

The reduced cost of capital combined 
with the early delivery of schemes, 
greater property efficiencies, 
improved utlisation and better 
clinical productivity ensure that costs 
are contained within existing 
commissioning budgets. This makes 
the AFO a very affordable solution.

Alternative

Finance 

Organisation 

Major capital investment is raised by 
the AFO at public sector borrowing 
rates enabling the implementation of 
a long term place based estates 
strategy through the acquisition, 
improvement and lease back of local 
properties, as well as the 
development of new integrated hubs 
in primary care networks.

IHPs proprietary Alternative Finance Organisation (AFO) model is a new approach that delivers an affordable,
locally owned and state of the art Primary and Community Care estate along with discounted key working
housing that helps attract and retain health and care workers and puts you at the forefront of delivering place
based Integrated services and primary care networks.

Outcomes

More motivated
workforce

Improved patient 
experience  

Better use of 
limited resources

Better quality 
of care  

Greater confidence 
in the future  

NHS Secures Income; 
LA secures PWLB 

(£140m allocated), 
S106 Justified

Collaborative Planning 
and site sales builds 

programme

Shareholders: 50% 
NHS, 50% LA

With GP Fed Option

80% of identified core 
estate to be in AFO 

Shareholders achieve 
social levels of return 

set at HMT 5.5%

15% Discounts offered 
to Health and Social 
care tenants on new 

builds

C A P I TA L O W N E R S H I P

PA R T N E R S H I P S A F F O R DA B I L I T Y



6 .  L A U N C H E D  A F O

Established AFO governance 
arrangements and organisational form. 
Applied for and secured capital funding. 
Established the AFO team.

5 .  O B TA I N E D  A P P R O VA L S

Negotiated and secured NHSE and 
NHSI approval of OBC. Co-designed 
partnership governance arrangements. 
Enabled procurement process. 

Developed, tested and agreed Outline 
Business Case (OBC) with local 
partners.

1 .  F E A S I B I L I T Y  A S S E S S M E N T

Undertook formal assessment to 
determine local leaders’ appetite, 
maturity and readiness for an AFO

2 .  D E S I G N E D  P R O G R A M M E

Worked with CCG and key stakeholders 
to develop the AFO Strategic Outline 

Case (SoC).

3 .  S E C U R E D  C O M M I T M E N T

Using SoC engaged local partners and 
secured their formal support and 

commitment. 

Newham AFO: How IHP helped in Newham

Newham
Health & Care

Space
(AFO)

Using its proprietary model IHP worked with the local authority and NHS over a 15 month process to co-design, create
and establish the first Alternative Finance Organisation in the country – Newham Health and Care Space.

4 .  M O B I L I S E D  P R O G R A M M E

All option review of 
existing plans and all 
major providers – not 

just AFO

Principle Based MOU 
signed: Income, S106, 
funding, targets; SEP 
produced for wider 

sign-off 

Commercialisation: 
Yr. 1 Acquisition and 

Builds OBC’s in 
progress > £100m

Core plans developed; 
At Newham risk tested 

by KPMG, BDO and 
Cabinet, NSHE/I, DHSC 

reviews



Capacity &    
energy focused    

on delivery

Local Government 
& NHS 

Company

Aligned          
interests: Investors,     
Landlords & Tenants

Clear social 
investment 

Mission

Agreed  
resources &  

responsibilities

Joint 
management of 
risks & benefits

Highly productive and 
efficient with joint focus 

on delivery of benefits

Joint and co-owned 
governance drives the 
partnership

The partners are mutually 
aligned through ownership 
and tenant model.

Explicit common 
purpose driving 
population health 
improvements . 

‘Skin in the game” from all key 
partners driving joint work with 
aligned teams and motivations.

Surpluses are reinvested in line 
with the mission. Clear protocol 

and managing risks and 
liabilities

Place-Based 
Delivery

AFO - A Social Investment Partnership ….

…… laying the foundations for Place-Based integrated care



Workforce & Digital

Development
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Business Case
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Care

Transformation

Estates enabled Integrated Care Transformation

The AFO partnership 
provides a mechanism that 
delivers infrastructure 
transformation and 
provides a platform which 
aligns with the 
development of integrated  
care delivery models, 
pathways and workforce 
changes.

As importantly it also 
facilitates the development 
of relationships, trust and 
collaboration from which 
partners can pragmatically 
transform care.



Newham’s 2019-2030 Forecast Financial Impact
Owned, Used and For local Health and Social Care

• Only providers directly owned by the NHS will need C-Del for their builds or for IFRS16 leases
• Note AFO represents an optimised solution with £5m C-Del needed to fund £200m spend, in part by structure and in part by lower rents
• Note in Newham’s case if the efficiency or keyworker investment (risk of not achieving full implementation) cannot be made (£90m in total) then costs-rents rise by c.£2m which 

also increases tenancy C-Del
• Note the purchase of assets by the non-NHS family from NHSPS or Trusts will introduce new C-Del into the NHS and is excluded from the above. The total value of these assets in 

Newham may be c.£35m
• Technical note: the HMT provided opening C-Del balances for assets in existence today will depreciate over their lease life so any extensions will require new C-Del. Therefore the 

C-Del impact of IFRS16 shown above will increase over time or if full assets are not captured at the end of 19/20.

NHSPS TRUST CHP LIFT AFO 3rd Party Local Authority

CDEL £169 £177 £0 £0 £0 £0

Movement in Lease Values for Trusts*

CDEL Impact of IFRS16 additional liabilities £16 £13 £23 £5 £16 £16

Risk of not achieving full implementation Higher Moderate Higher Lower Higher Moderate

Quantifiable Impact - Each provider implements full Newham SEP NHS Family Non-NHS Family

CAPITAL (Building)

IFRS16 LEASES (Tenancy)

IFRS16 values are based on lease length 
and rent: as AFO charges 15% less for 

new build rents IFRS16 impact is lower

AFO can charge lower rent as PWLB rates 
less expensive and shareholders take 

lower 5.5% social level of return

A higher risk is given where it is unlikely that a 
provider could raise all the funds (e.g. NHSPS 

restricted by C-Del) or the 3rd party private 
sector not having sufficient early guarantees 

of monies.
The DHSC may also not be keen on currently 

owned NHS assets passing outside its 
influence

£200m raised by AFO via PWLB 
but outside NHS books

Whilst be assured an AFO represents an optimised local solution its implementation requires positive partnership attitudes, a willingness to 
accept and pay for social levels of returns and an in-depth knowledge of your estate. Local circumstances will dictate how far it can go.



Q&A

contact@integratedhealthcareproperties.co.uk
0208 895 6748

www.integratedhealthcareproperties.co.uk

Andrew Bulloch
Managing Director, Integrated Healthcare Properties
07786 736 101
abulloch@integratedhealthcareproperties.co.uk

Urvashi Bhagat
Non-Executive Director, Integrated Healthcare Properties
07742 378 667
ubhagat@integratedhealthcareproperties.co.uk

Conor Burke
Managing Director, CPB consulting
Conor.Burke@cpbconsulting.co.uk
07909 830 357

Jason Kelder
Finance & Operations Director, Integrated Healthcare Properties
07738 011 348
jkelder@integratedhealthcareproperties.co.uk
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